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We are investing considerable resources in defining and measuring patients’ care expectations. Such measurement will yield insight into whether and how services are meeting patients’ experience expectations. But because measurement is inherently distanced in time and space, it does not resolve patients’ experience of feeling ‘reluctant to directly challenge healthcare professionals’ about issues that matter to them now and which may make them feel unsafe.

Research has shown that when patients and family members express concerns about their care, they want to be able to discuss these experiences with their clinicians. They often want such discussions to include explanations from professionals and dialogue about ‘what happened’ and about tensions, uncertainties and contradictions.

Patients and family members interviewed for a large incident disclosure study reported that they appreciated that care is complex, and that there may be no simple answers to explain care problems. But being granted the time for dialogue with their clinicians and service representatives reassured patients and family members that their concerns and questions were taken seriously. This meant for them in turn that similar events might be prevented from happening again. They also felt that dialogue reassured them that their views on and advice about how to improve care were respected. When patients have concerns about their care, the timing and authenticity of such dialogue are seen as paramount.

For its part, measuring patients’ experiences presupposes abstracting ‘what happened to you’ into a general metric that applies to ‘people like you’. Measurement is, in the first instance, about the service and the system. Dialogue is about the patient and their family. Measurement will never obviate patients’ providing feedback about their concerns to their own clinicians and their local services.

What started out as satisfaction surveying in the 1970s has now morphed into a major industry, with Picker, Press Ganey and HCAHPS (the US-based ‘health consumer assessment of healthcare providers and systems’) leading the way. A number of landmark government reports has now enshrined the role of patient feedback measurement in healthcare governance and practice improvement. In addition to the hundreds of ‘patient reported outcome measures’ that have to date been developed to measure whether care meets patients’ care-outcome expectations, ‘patient reported experience measures’ (PREMs) invite feedback about service features such as waiting times, admission processes, staff responsiveness, discharge processes and so forth. PREMs also elicit feedback on matters ranging from clinical team communication to service responsiveness to patient needs, accessibility of information, environmental factors (lighting, space design), equipment availability and functionality, and they have been shown to shed light on clinical outcomes.

It is this rapidly growing area of ‘patient experience’ research that is the focus of the article by Rebecca Lawton and colleagues. Following this team’s development of an overview of factors contributing to patient safety incidents (referred to as the Yorkshire Contributory Factors Framework (YCFF)), patient measure of safety (PMOS) was constructed from an analysis of the priorities attributed by 33 patient interviews to YCFF. The team’s most recent article reports on a comparison of PMOS against a range of other safety rating instruments.

For the purpose of making such comparisons possible, data were collected from 33 hospital wards across three acute hospitals, including responses from staff for the four outcome measures in the Hospital Survey of Patient Safety Culture, patient responses to the PMOS and the so-called Friends and...
Family Test (‘Would you recommend this service to a friend or family member?’). The study also collated publicly reported safety outcome data for ‘harm-free care’ on each ward. The article’s main finding is that PMOS provides a perspective on safety and improvement that both confirms and complements information produced from other safety measures.

What PMOS adds to our understanding of safety is that it creates an intersection between patient safety factors and patients’ observations of care going on around them. Like PREMs and HCAHPS (measures that were not included in the study’s comparison it should be noted), PMOS asks patients’ judgements about matters relating to their own care. Casting its feedback net a little wider than PREMs and HCAHPS, PMOS opens the door for patients to evaluate care from a rather more general perspective. For example, patient ratings of clinical team functioning and organisational culture are invited with survey statements like: ‘staff did not work together as a team here’, ‘staff seemed to struggle to help when they needed it’ and ‘nurses were always able to get help from other staff’.

In eliciting patients’ views on what they see going on around them, PMOS invests faith in patients’ ability to provide ‘eyewitness’ accounts. This is not surprising. A number of studies have now reported patients to be keen to provide their local service with advice, particularly when care goes wrong: “What I [patient] had started to do [during my care] was to write down a journal and do an evaluation of what was going on in the hospital and where the problems were.” These studies also make clear that patients’ feedback may harbour critical implications for service improvement.17

Of course, patients may get it wrong.18 It is striking, though, that more and more healthcare service improvement initiatives involve patients and draw on their experiences to inspire and guide change.19 It is patients’ lived experiences in particular that play an increasingly important role at conferences and meetings. For patients, the next best thing to here-and-now dialogue is indeed post hoc story-telling. Stories can recount what happened in all its complexity, including tensions, uncertainties and contradictions. Stories are good for enabling us to make sense of confusing experiences and complex circumstances:20 something can make sense even when we lack answers and certainty.

We make these observations by way of background to three questions we want to pose about Lawton and colleagues’ study.15 Our first question concerns the measurability of non-standard experiences, the second relates to the translation of measurement into practice change and the third asks about the governance approach and service responses favoured by patients when their care falls short.

PMOS was originally designed to accommodate non-standard care experiences from data obtained from 14 non-Caucasian/British interviewees and 19 white/British interviewees.1 The inclusion of patients from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds is significant as they are more likely to experience sub-standard care, incidents and less than ideal treatment trajectories.21 Lawton and colleagues’ present study draws on the input from predominantly white British patient respondents. The question that arises here then is whether the inclusion of patients from less well-integrated and more recent immigrant populations in the design of PMOS might have yielded different items, and whether their inclusion in the comparison between PMOS and other safety measures might have yielded different results.

The second question is about how we convert PMOS measurement results and rating comparisons into practice. If results highlight persistent problems in a particular domain of care or a particular service—say, a lack of respect for patient’s need of privacy—that domain or service may be targeted with a tailored improvement programme. Patients’ interview statements that were originally used as the basis for PMOS domains are quite revealing about how to design such a programme: “This one lady she has had a line on her chest … and a few times they have not put the curtain around … her.”13 Designing a programme without reference to specific local problems will render it abstract and decontextualised, and its purpose and focus may not be apparent to those targeted. Learning is most effective when tied to specific experiential circumstances, because behaviour is not necessarily fully conscious,22 and the learner needs to recognise herself and her behaviour in what is learned. Abstract formal learning remains at too many removes from actors’ practical awareness for it to translate into behaviour change. As pedagogical theory has taught us, we need to create opportunities for learners to connect learning to actual in situ behaviour and personally experienced situations for them to be able to close the loop between information, knowledge, self-identity and practice.23 24 Measurement may be promoted as service improvement resource, but its distance in time and space from in situ care and local behaviour considerably limit its effectiveness for achieving change for patients.

Our third question rests on the finding that patients experience ‘reluctance to directly challenge healthcare professionals’. In practice, studies have found that patients’ feedback to their own care providers is not systematically encouraged, welcomed or used for practice improvement.9 When care is not to patients’ satisfaction, let alone when care goes wrong, discussions with clinicians and service representatives about concerns and problems are more challenging and less rewarding than patients expect them to be.2 25 At the same time, patients are exhorted to become proactive about care safety.26 Yet, it is evident that patients

already play a credible and important, albeit invisible, role in keeping their own and others’ care safe. 27

Let us not forget that patients are among the first to experience the baffling complexity of contemporary care. Just think of the times we have been a patient and were told: “Ms Smith, you need to be across the road for that test. And this afternoon you’re not seeing Dr Jones because she is on leave, and instead you’ll be seeing Dr Bloggs whose office is on level 9.” What to insiders may appear to be everyday occurrences are for patients bafflingly complex scenarios. No doubt, this is not unrelated to patients being more and more likely to present with multiple problems. Patients also interact with increasingly specialised practitioners and services experiencing high levels of staff turnover. Practitioners often experience uncertainty about treatments and resource decisions, as well as having to accommodate ongoing technological change, scientific development and organisational reform. When asked about their care experiences, patients often talk about complex care journeys, variable impressions and persistent questions. 25

It is also clear that chronically ill patients, alongside culturally and linguistically diverse background patients, are particularly at risk in this regard. 21 Their journeys and experiences are complex, unique and often fraught. While these ‘complex patients’ may be increasingly targeted with trials, surveys and interviews, they do not always feel that such studies make it possible for them to relate issues that matter to them. 3 When they feel unsafe, patients should be able to provide direct feedback and see that feedback is translated into action when and where they receive care. At the least, they should be able to expect that their fellow patients be spared the problems that they happened to witness or personally experience. 4

These expectations raise the bar in two ways. First, to ensure that—besides making possible interservice ratings and comparisons—patients’ experiences produce meaningful and timely impact on care as practice, healthcare services need to adopt a proactive stance towards patients’ in situ feedback. This is because patients’ experiences—whether scientifically measured or told as post hoc stories—continue to have a tenuous link with service improvement. 27 Second, to ensure that the generic and abstract aspects of patients’ experiences and their richness and diversity become integral to practice improvement, we need to grant patients a greater say in how they provide feedback, and how their feedback is converted into practice. In spite of all the effort put into patient-focused research, it is still the case that patients ‘are rarely given the opportunity to represent themselves in ways that enable them to highlight their own points of view and issues of concern, or to provide creative insights that they themselves hold dear’. (personal communication, Collier A and Wyer M, 2015).
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